
To: Whom it may concern at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
From: Corey Williams, Research and Policy Director at Air Alliance Houston
Date: February 22, 2022

Subject: The Environmental Protection Agency’s Ethylene Oxide Miscellaneous Organic
Chemical Manufacturing Risk rulemaking

My name is Corey Williams, and I am the Research and Policy Director at Air Alliance Houston.
Good afternoon and thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on this crucially
important rulemaking.

I’d like to begin my testimony by acknowledging and endorsing the EPA’s decision to reject the
alternative risk analyses developed and endorsed by industrial special interest groups and
captive state regulatory officials that seek to undermine the precautionary principle of public
health for the sake of a laissez-faire economic agenda.

We furthermore applaud the EPA’s commitment to uphold and defend the objective and
peer-reviewed IRIS assessment and the work of the EPA’s public health and environmental
science professionals performed in the public interest.

Now that this roadblock to reducing emissions of dangerous chemicals has been passed, we
hope that the EPA will move quickly to make up for lost time in addressing the risks of EtO
pollution. These efforts should include meaningful public outreach and engagement,
educational campaigns among impacted communities and workers, localized ambient air
monitoring programs to accurately assess actualized risk of EtO, and strong rulemaking that
results in immediate EtO emissions reduction standards across all relevant industrial sectors
and requires effective fenceline monitoring that is accessible to the public.

The 2014 NATA models clearly identify the communities most likely at risk. The EPA – either in
partnership with State DEQs or independently when those DEQs are unreliable partners – must
immediately begin confirming the NATA model by monitoring actual ambient concentrations in
the areas identified as most at-risk from EtO and other HAPs. Simultaneously, epidemiological
cancer studies must be performed in these communities to begin to understand the actualized
lifetime impacts of EtO and other HAPs.

These communities also have a right to be informed of the risks they face. The most at-risk
census tracts have been identified. Residential addresses and other sensitive land use
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addresses are easily obtainable. We implore the EPA to reach out to affected communities
directly. Send them a postcard. Schedule a meeting at a civic club or public venue. They – more
than anybody – deserve to have a seat at this conversation.

Similarly, the workers in these facilities have a right to know about the risks they face. I make
this comment as a former LDAR contractor that worked for 6 years in an EtO production facility
and encountered high concentrations of EtO on a daily basis: Please develop educational
materials for workers.

Finally, this new rulemaking should address the cumulative impacts of clustered HAP emitting
facilities and shouldn’t consider each facility as an isolated emitter. Using an example from the
Houston area, the Bayport Industrial Complex in East Harris County includes 9 facilities within a
7-square mile area that reported some quantity of EtO emissions since 2008 – some reported
relatively small amounts while some were more significant. Together, these 9 facilities reported
emitting a total of over 271,000 pounds of EtO between 2008-2018.

Looking at these facilities individually, however, it’s possible that they may very well fall within
the final MON rule. However, the cumulative impact of these clustered is reflected in the 2014
NATA: the census tract just north of the complex has a modeled excess cancer risk rate of
348.2 in a million– 321.64 of which the model attributes directly to EtO.

I urge the EPA to develop the most protective rulemaking possible for this pollutant and look
forward to continued progress on this issue.

Thank you for your time.
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